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In the vast and enigmatic universe of Warhammer 40k, Gregor Eisenhorn
stands as a figure of legend, an enigmatic Inquisitor whose unwavering
determination and formidable powers have earned him both admiration and
fear.

The Keeler Image Eisenhorn model captures the essence of this iconic
character with exquisite detail and craftsmanship. This article will delve into
the creation, lore, and painting techniques that make this miniature a
masterpiece among enthusiasts.

The Model

The Eisenhorn model is a finely sculpted 32mm resin miniature,
showcasing the Inquisitor in his signature attire. The intricate details of his
ornate armor, the weathered cloak, and the menacing power sword are
rendered with exceptional precision.
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The miniature comes unassembled and unpainted, allowing modelers to
fully customize their creation. Each component is meticulously cast,
ensuring a seamless assembly process.

The Lore of Gregor Eisenhorn
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Gregor Eisenhorn is a complex and fascinating character whose origins lie
within the grim darkness of the Warhammer 40k universe. As an Inquisitor,
he wields immense authority and the freedom to investigate any threat to
the Imperium, even from within its own ranks.

Eisenhorn's journey has been chronicled in a series of critically acclaimed
novels, each delving into his relentless pursuit of justice and the moral
dilemmas that haunt him. The Keeler Image model embodies the enigmatic
nature of this legendary figure.

Painting the Eisenhorn Model

Painting the Eisenhorn model is an art form in itself, requiring patience,
skill, and a keen eye for detail. Here's a step-by-step guide to help you
bring this miniature to life:

1. Priming

Start by applying a thin coat of primer to the miniature. This will create a
smooth base for the paint to adhere to.

2. Base Coating

Use a dark base color to apply a base coat to the entire model. This will
serve as the foundation for the subsequent layers.

3. Highlights and Shadows

Use lighter and darker shades of your chosen colors to create highlights
and shadows throughout the miniature. This will add depth and definition.

4. Details



Use fine brushes and paints to add intricate details to the armor, cloak, and
weapons. Consider using different techniques such as glazing and edge
highlighting.

5. Weathering

Add weathering effects to create a sense of realism. Use washes and
drybrushing to simulate dirt, scratches, and wear.

6. Finishing Touches

Finish the model by applying a protective varnish to seal the paint job and
protect it from handling.

The Keeler Image Eisenhorn model is a testament to the artistry and
craftsmanship that goes into creating high-quality miniatures. It captures
the essence of the legendary Inquisitor, inviting enthusiasts to delve into
the rich lore of Warhammer 40k.

Whether you're a seasoned miniature painter or just starting out, the
challenge of painting the Eisenhorn model is sure to bring immense
satisfaction. As you brushstroke by brushstroke, you'll bring this enigmatic
character to life, creating a unique and unforgettable representation of one
of the most iconic figures in the Warhammer universe.
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